
SOFT Tone - 250ml 

This Quickshade is the lightest of the 3 types and is usually applied on lighter colours as a 

consequence. Especially light flesh colours, pink, yellow and white will get a perfect sha-

ding. If you do not necessarily want a sharp and dark shading on your miniatures, but ins-

tead prefer the lighter look - the SOFT Tone is your choice. 

 

Ref : FANASOFT  

STRONG Tone - 250ml 

This is by far the most popular Quickshade on the market. Its fantastic all-round uses makes 

it ideal for any colour. The STRONG Tone will make deep and perfect shades on your 

miniatures and use heavy, brown pigment. Especially great on Pure Red and Desert Yellow 

and all manner of Greens. If in doubt: go for STRONG Tone! 

 

Ref : FANASTRONG 

DARK Tone - 250ml 

Made from very thin Black Pigment the DARK Tone has proved a hit with evil armies of 

miniatures and models which require a sharp contrast in colours and shading. It is brilliant 

for grey, blue and all types of armour for instance. For that superior overall look of an army 

made for wargaming, you would be hard pressed to beat DARK Tone. 

 

Ref : FANADARK 



Colour Primers 
 

An ingenious combination of Primer and Colour Spray in one. The Colour Primers unique formula has been designed 

to be used on all metal, plastic and resin miniatures and leaves a perfect finish. The extra-fine pigment and special 

nozzle combination makes the Colour Primers easily cover the first time. The colours are matt, making your freshly 

sprayed miniatures or models ready for basecoat almost right away.  

Save both time and money. No need for 2 different sprays - all you need is 1 Colour Primer for perfect results.  

All primers are acrylic based, matt and dries very quickly.  

 

USE:  

1. Shake for minimum 1 minute  

2. Spray at a distance of maximum 20 cm. (no further)  

3. spray in long burst whils moving the spray back and forth  

 

Matt Black Undercoat 

Quite simply the best Black Spray on the market. Very matt and with a superior coverage - leaving 

the miniatures in a perfect condition for applying coats of paints. Remember to always check our vi-

deo tutorials on how to use Colour Primers. 

Ref : ARMY3001 

Matt White Undercoat 

A very fine pigment makes the Matt White Undercoat a perfect primer for all paint jobs. The paint 

dries very quickly and leaves every detail on the miniature in excellent condition. Remember to al-

ways check our video tutorials on how to use Colour Primers. 

Ref : ARMY3002 

Anti-Shine Matt Varnish 

This acrylic varnish is truly unique and has been tailored to remove the shine of any models being 

dipped with Quickshade or painted using conventional paints. Although really matt, the sprays' origi-

nal formula retains the metallic shine from Plate Mail etc. Always let the Quickshade dry for mini-

mum 48 hours before using this Varnish - and apply it in a thin coat. 

Ref : ARMY 3003 

Leather Brown 

This spray is ideal for wood (warmachines and Chariots), leather and brown skin and fur. Also use for 

great effect on horses, wolves, Beastmen and Minontaurs for instance. This spray coupled with DARK 

Tone Quickshade makes for great Zulu warriors with lots of exposed skin - saving you many hours of 

basecoating! 

Ref : ARMY3004 

Army Green 

As the name suggests, this Colour Primer is great for historical miniatures representing armed forces. 

But also Wood Elves and futuristic models, for instance, would look great with this colour, as well as 

plague daemons of all origins. 

Ref : ARMY3005 

Pure Red 

A truly groundbreaking spray. The pigment in the Colour Primer is such a good quality that it will easi-

ly cover even previous black undercoated models! It's uses are endless within the Fantasy/Sci-Fi/

Historical genre. Use STRONG Tone or DARK Tone Quickshade for fantastic results. 

Ref : ARMY3006 



Human Skil 

This Colour Primer is great for spraying miniatures with exposed skin, saving you loads of time. Su-

perb with Celts, hordes of Viking beserks and Barbarians in general. Also Beastmen and Skaven would 

benefit from this colour, making their fur more "realistic". 

Ref : ARMY3007 

Plate Mail Metal 

A truly unique spray. It has the look of hardened steel yet still being so matt that other acrylic paints 

cover it perfectly. This spray has endless uses and anything in armour craves an undercoat of this fan-

tastic Colour Primer - saving you loads of time!  

Ref : ARMY3008 

Navy Blue 

A really useful blue colour with a ton of uses within the Sci-Fi and Fantasy genre. Combined with 

DARK Tone Quickshade you really get a beautiful blue colour perfect for those Ultra Marines or Cy-

gnar machines!  

Ref : ARMY3009 

Uniform Grey 

Another ideal spray for historical miniatures and those savage Space Wolves or guardsmen. As the na-

me suggests it has been designed for the German WWII uniform/vehicle colour. Its ashen colour is also 

great for terrain and it works escpecially well with DARK Tone Quickshade, creating a really deep 

finish. 

Ref : ARMY3010 

Desert Yellow 

A Colour Primer originally designed for WWII desert vehicles and uniforms. This spray is also very 

popular for scenery, horses, wolves, Beastmen, skaven and even light wood on warmachines and cha-

riots. Could be used for a slightly darker variation of skin colour on miniatures with exposed flesh. 

Combine with STRONG Tone Quickshade for perfect results!  

Ref : ARMY3011 

Skeleton Bone 

As the name suggests, this Colour Primer has been designed to look exactly like Bleached Bone ma-

king it an absolut must for armies of shambling dead. This spray is increasingly popular for British 

WWII desert uniforms/vehicles as a lighter alternative to Desert Yellow. 

Ref : ARMY3012 

Necrotic Flesh 

It is ideal for the rotten skin of Ghouls, zombies, vampire's, pestilence demons and plague warshipping 

ratmen etc. However, As with all CP's, its uses are not limited to the living dead alone and this cool 

colour can be used on anything else. Perfect Matt colour.  

Ref : ARMY3013 

Greenskin 

The name says it all... The perfect primer for all Orcs and Goblin armies. A strong green colour also 

useful for army projects like Wood Elves or those Space Marine Dark Angels or Salamanders or any 

scenery. Use DARK Tone Quickshade for best results. 

Ref : ARMY3014 



Dragon Red 

This spray is a very dark and deep red and is the ultimate basecoat for those Blood Angels, Khorne 

Bezerkers or any Khorne Daemons, Dragons or Warmachine Khador. Can be combined with DARK 

Tone Quickshade for a menacing and brooding look. Check the examples to the right. 

Ref : ARMY3018 

Daemonic Yellow 

This Colour Primer has a clear and crisp colour and is imminent for Space Marines, Daemons, Eldar, 

Lizards, Dragons or any army with a striking colour scheme. We advice a SOFT Tone or STRONG 

Quickshade for maximum result.  

Ref : ARMY3015 

Fur Brown 

This colour will look fantastic on Skaven, Beastmen and any creature with fur on it. Allied with this 

Colour Primer you will save endless time basecoating a horde army. It is a warm pure brown and will 

also work equally well on warmachines as an alternative woodcolour compared to the more realistic 

Leather Brown. Looks equally great with either STRONG or DARK Tone Quickshade.  

Ref : ARMY3016 

Brushes 
The Army Painter is proud to present its top quality & complete brush range. Evolutiona-

ry in its design and with the right price, these brushes are arguably the the best value 

brushes in the industry. There are 2 series of brushes from The Army Painter:  

 

WARGAMER series (White):  

Special purpose brushes with sleek triangular handles for absolutely perfect grip. These 

brushes are top-end and each has the correct hair type for its purpose. All are handmade 

and manufactured in Europe.  

HOBBY series (Red):  

These brushes are made form the finest quality Toray synthetic hair and offers a great 

Kolinsky Masterclass 

This brush is as good as it comes. The absolute 

finest Kolinsky Sable hair is used to make this hand-

made brush into a work of art. Needle like point 

ensures maximum accuracy and the triangular han-

dle gives 100% control. Size 2/0. 

Ref : ARMY5010 

Hobby: Precise Detail 

This brush will allow you to perform any preci-

sion paintjob you want on your miniatures. It has 

a very sharp point, is small and thin enough to 

get anywhere on a model. 

Ref : ARMY7001 

Hobby: Highlighting 

A great all round brush for making detailed hig-

hlights on your models. The tip is sharp making it 

useful for those hard-to-get areas of a miniature. 

Ref : ARMY70002 

Hobby: Basecoating 

A perfect brush for painting the bulk of infan-

try. The brush end has the right thickness for 

holding paint witout spilling it all at first stro-

ke. 

Ref : ARMY70003 

Wargamer: Insane Detail 

As the name suggests this is an extremely fine and 

small brush for the ultra small highlights, facial 

tatoos or just insane details like colouring the iris of 

an eye of a 28mm. miniature! Made from the purest 

Rothmarder sable hair, this is our most popular 

brush! 

Ref : ARMY7004 

Wargamer: Detail 

This superb sable brush allows you make 

very precise details on your models, be they 

weapon cartridges or very fine highlights on a 

face. 

Ref : ARMY7005 



Wargamer: Character 

This size is ideal for painting single models like unit 

champions or Hero's as the tip is fine and sharp, ena-

bling the user to apply basecoat and highlights with 

excellent precision. 

Ref : ARMY7006 

Wargamer: Regiment 

The Rotmarder sable hairs on this brush and its 

considerable size makes the Regiment brush specta-

cular for speedpainting big swathes of troops. The 

sharp tip makes basecoating with this brush really 

easy and fast. 

Ref : ARMY7007 

Wargamer: Monster 

The Monster Brush has the right size for any larger 

models such as Dragons, Trolls, Warmachines and 

Vehicles. This brush is made from the finest Toray 

synthetic due to the fact that a sable brush of this size 

could potentially "drown" a miniature in paint - whe-

reas the Toray releases the paint slower. 

Ref : ARMY7008 

Wargamer: Small Drybrush 

This is a very popular brush and as its bigger bro-

ther, this spectacular drybrush has a 43 degree 

angle cut to make is no less than perfect for dry-

brushing small miniatures. The size of this brush is 

designed for drybrushing areas of a model, like 

chainmail or a weapon - and not neccessarily the 

whole model at once. 

Ref : ARMY7009 

Stippling Brush 

This brush is used for making effects like weathering, 

blood & dirt stains and rust on vehicles and armour. 

Made of white bristle nylon which is very stiff - per-

fect for its purpose. 

Ref : ARMY7013 

Wargamer: Large Drybrush 

This speciality drybrush has a 43 degree angle cut on 

the hard tip, making it absolutely unique in design and 

superb for drybrushing - as you will not have to bend 

your wrist to hit the model 100% due to the expert cut. 

This Brush is a must have for the serious painter! 

Ref : ARMY7010 

Wargamer: Vehicle & Scenery 

The Vehicle brush has a flat stiff end making it perfect 

for highligting edges on tanks and drybrushing any-

thing from scenery to most vehicles. Also large mons-

ters benefit from this brush where it is used as an enor-

mous drybrush. 

Ref : ARMY7011 

Hobby Tools 
The Army Painters Hobby & Model tool range has been tried and tested in the gaming community for many years. Al-

though with their new and reduced prices they are arguably the best value tools on the market today.  

The Army Painter offers a range of useful tools all designed to fit a special purpose, be it conversion or cutting models 

Miniatures & Models Tool Set 

The perfect starting point for any modeller or miniatures painter, this set includes 

all your basic essential tools: Yellow Cutter, Miniatures Drill, Hobby Knife, a 

Model File, a Pair of Tweezers and as an added bonus: a free 7 ml The Army 

Painter Superglue. 

Ref : ARMY5000 

Miniature and Model Drill 

The Pin Vice is also a well known and valuable tool for the converter and model-

ler. It is used to drill holes in metal and plastic miniatures (gunbarrels, bulltholes 

etc.) but mostly used for pinning larger pieces together by drilling holes in both 

parts and then connecting them with a little piece of wire (use a paper clip). Co-

mes with 5 different sized drills inside the handle. 

Ref : ARMY5001 



Hobby Pliers 

The pliers are useful for holding onto small bits as they get 

filed or attached using superglue. The riffled grip of the 

pliers make them ideal for bending metal miniatures (like 

arm twists etc.). They are made in stainless steel. 

Ref : ARMY5005 

Precision Side Cutter 

"The Yellow Cutter" is probably the best known tool in the 

industry. It is sharp and precise and has a multi functional pur-

pose as it is great for cutting plastic models and bits of the fra-

mes as well as doing minor cuts (head swaps, arms, weapons 

etc.) of metal miniatures. 

Ref : ARMY5002 

Miniature & Model Files 

The original fileset offers excellent value and quality for all 

modellers and wargamers. The 3 files are the most common-

ly used shapes and will help you clean and prepare your 

models for assembly as well as nicely remove mould lines. 

Works perfect with both metal, resin and plastic miniatures. 

Ref : ARMY5003 

Precision Hobby Knife 

With a safe locking mechanism and a comfortable, soft grip - 

the Precision Hobby Knife is as safe to use as a knife ever gets! 

Comes with 5 razor-sharp scalpel blades ideal for cutting in 

plastic or tiny metal bits, banners or the like. 

Ref : ARMY5004 

Hobby Sculpting tools 

The original sculpting tools is used in conjunction with Green 

Stuff and offers the modeller a range of different heads with 

each their function. The Army Painters Sculpting Tools set 

includes 3 different carvers all made in stainless steel. 

Ref : ARMY5006 

The Original Green Stuff 

The Original Kneadatite - used by all modelmakers to create 

all normal sized miniatures from scratch. Green Stuff is also 

fabulous for adding extra bits to your models, such as fur, 

chainmail, pounches etc. It is a two component product and 

turns green when mixed. Each pack consists of 8" (20cm). 

Ref : ARMY5007 



Speciality Curved Files 

These specialised curved files are designed to go around bends 

and difficult angles where traditional files cannot. Stainless 

steel and a head in each end, all with different shapes, surfaces 

and angles giving you different options for each difficult task 

you could face when filing bits. 

Ref : ARMY5008 

Plastic Frame Cutter 

It is sharp, thin and precise. With this specialized tool you can 

cut your models from the sprue with ease and precision. It is 

ideal for trimming and converting all plastic models and mini-

atures. 

Ref : ARMY5009 

20gr. Miniature & Model Superglue x 12 tubes 

With the same precision nozzle as the Plastic Glue, you can 

apply tiny drops exactly where you need them. This Superglue 

is extreme value for money and the quality and thickness of the 

glue makes it the natural choice for any Wargamer. It used to 

be "Army Sized" in a blister - now it is available at half price, 

but the same quality as before! No doubt the best value Super-

glue on the market today. 

Ref : ARMY2002 

7 ml. Cyano Display 

Vendu par 12 tubes 

Ref : ARMY2001 

Hobby Brush Starter Set 

All the Starter Sets are excellent value for your money, and this 

set is no exception. This is the 3 different brush types you need 

to paint any regular miniatures and covers the 3 basic techni-

ques: Basecoating, detailing and drybrushing. As an added bo-

nus the Detail and Standard brush are with the fabúlous trian-

gular grip from the popular Wargamer range. 

Ref : ARMY5101 



Battlefields Starter Set: Fantasy 

The ultimate basing kit for Fantasy miniatures. Here is every-

thing you need for a price that have no comparison. You get 3 

different types of basing, a Battlefields PVA basing glue and a 

special glue brush to apply the glue to your bases. But that is 

not all; there is also some FREE special handmade turfs for 

your characters, monsters and other noteworthy miniatures - 

making them look really cool and stand out on the battlefield.. 

Ref : ARMY5002 

Battlefields Basing Set: Sci-Fi 

For battletorn and realistic bases, this set has all that is needed. 

Complete with Battlefields Glue and a Glue Brush + 3 different 

types of basing, you also get 1 metre of FREE razorwire to add 

spectacular effects to your bases. As the Fantasy set, this set 

also comes with a comprehensive step-by-step guide on the 

back of the packaging. Perfect for all Sci-Fi wargames and 

WWII miniatures. 

Ref : ARMY5003 

Metal Kit - Starter Set 

The Metal Starter Set is a fantastic way to get uyou started 

assembling metal miniatures. The set contains a sturdy cutter 

for removing flash and cut smaller bits of metal like arms and 

hands (do not cut thick pieces of metal), a file for preparing 

the parts to be glued together with the FREE 7ml. Superglue 

in the box. A description of how to use the tools and safety 

tips is on the backcover of the set. 

Ref : ARMY5104 

Plastic Kit - Starter Set 

As far as product value goes, this sets is an absolute high-score. 

Contains a special Plastic Frame cutter with extra fine point for 

precision work, a knife for removing flash and a 12ml. of The 

Army Painters amazing model Plastic Glue. Everything you 

need to get you started on assembling those plastic regiments. 

Ref : ARMY5105 



Warpaints: Wargamer Starter Paint Set - Black Primer 

This Starter Paint set is everything you need to start painting. It 

has all the essential products such as a 150ml. Colour Primer 

spray for undercoating, the 10 most used basic colours of a 

fantastic quality and 2 superb brushes: a basecoat and a dry-

brush! With its FREE Gold paint and very low price, this set is 

undoubtly the best value starter set in the entire industry! 

Ref : ARMY5102 

Warpaints: Wargamer Starter Paint Set - White Primer 

This Starter Paint set is everything you need to start painting. It 

has all the essential products such as a 150ml. Colour Primer 

spray for undercoating, the 10 most used basic colours of a 

fantastic quality and 2 superb brushes: a basecoat and a dry-

brush! With its FREE Gold paint and very low price, this set is 

undoubtly the best value starter set in the entire industry! Co-

mes with a WHITE PRIMER! 

Ref : ARMY5103 

Battlefields Essentials & XP series 
The Battlefields series has been made to give unlimited options to the wargamer, when he/she decides on what type of bases the 

miniatures should have.  

All the materials are the best quality the market can offer the range has 2 series: the Essential series is the foundation of the base, 

with gravel, rocks, scatter and Static Grass. The Essentials are where you decide the theme of your army.  

The specialised Battlefields is called XP, and these will add very realsitic and cool effects to any base. If you want to make an ar-

my a cut above the rest - look through the XP series for just that! 

Grass Green, Flock 

This is the primary Grass Flock used on most 

wargames armies and on most tournament 

scenery. 

Ref : ARMY4001 

Moss Green, Flock 

This flock type is slightly darker and more 

lush than Grass Green for instance. It works 

as a great contrast with lighter coloured 

models and scatter or static grass.. 

Ref : ARMY4002 

Ash Grey, Flock 

This flock looks like a rocky underground, 

small stones, debris or simply as the name 

suggests: Ashes from a battlefield in fire. 

Ref : ARMY4005 

Snow Flock 
The most popular basing in the Wargaming world, the 

Arctic look will enhance the overall greatness of any 

army and make the models stand out on any battle-

field. Combine Snow Flock with the Highland Tufts 

(and even Razorwire)to get the most realistic and 

unforgivng bases possible. 

Ref : ARMY4025 



Steppe Grass, Static 
This is the most common and popular Static Grass 
available. It is widely used on most miniature ba-

ses displayed in polular magazines. It resembles a 

worn grass type in the early Autumn or on steppes. 

Works perfect with the many Tufts. 

Ref : ARMY4011 

Field Grass, Static 

This is a light green type of static grass and 

looks very lush and "alive". It works extre-

mely well when combined with either Moss 

Green static or Swamp Tuft. 

Ref : ARMY4012 

Summer Undergrowth, Basing 
Shrubberies for great bases. Will look like realistic bus-

hes and undergrowth on any base and add great diversity 

to larger bases for Warmachines, Chariots and monsters. 

The Summer Undergrowth has also seen a lot of use on 

scenery and gaming tables. 

Ref : ARMY4022 

Miniature Razorwire - XP 

In this blister pack you will get a staggering 2,5 metre's of very 

realistic Razorwire, also known as Barbed Wire. Perfect for the 

futuristic battlefield look and made for the horrors of the WWII 

trenches and obstacles. Use with all miniatures between 15mm 

and 28mm. 

Ref : ARMY4024 

Highland Tuft 6mm - XP 

The absolute coolest look of your bases is done with the 6mm 

Highland Tufts - if you're a Wargamer you need these in your 

life! Easy to use and stunningly realistic - these Tufts are the 

first in the new XP series of basing material from The Army 

Painter. Check the examples to your right to see what we 

mean! 

Ref : ARMY4126 

 

Swamp Tuft, 6mm - XP 

Another fantastic looking Tuft for the Wargamer wishing to 

have an outstanding looking army. These Tuft are greener than 

the Highland Tuft and are especially good for forest or more 

lush/summer looking bases than the other. This is a fantastic 

product and has to be seen to be believed. 

Ref : ARMY4127 


